
Art Academy London – Autumn Programme, Short Course: Portrait & Figure Painting 
(https://artacademy.org.uk/course/e2101p31/) 

 

25th Sept 

We will begin with a technique for assessing angles and proportions of the head giving you the tools to 
‘read’ a head correctly for portraiture. The tutor will give demos and ongoing instruction.   

Using photographic reference initially we will be practicing drawing heads from all angles then scaling up to 
a life size drawing to begin looking more deeply at mapping features using comparative measurement. This 
way of looking trains the eyes natural measuring to find and asses the planes of the face, its geometric 
structure and tonal values of shape for modelling. We will look at Lucian Freuds drawings. 

Materials: 

Pencil (3b) Eraser Small ruler 
A3 Copy (cheap) paper 

Cartridge paper (minimum A3 size) Willow charcoal 

 

2nd October 

Recap using the drawing technique, assessing measurements with comparative shapes and tonal values.  
You will make a life size drawing using the studio models as reference. We will take the drawing deeper 
towards a finished portrait developing your practice in looking and assessing features, shape and light. 

We will layout a drawing on a canvas using the initial basic technique for finding angles and proportions 
ready for the first painting. 

Materials: 

Drawing equipment form last week, plus primed canvas – sheets/oil painting pad. (minimum A3 size) 

 

9th October 

Introducing colour using a limited colour palette. Building confidence in colour mixing by looking at colour 
temperature, harmony and colour placement. An initial demo from the tutor then working together you will 
each create a colour reference swatch chart. 

Using our colour charts and photographic model reference material we will practice how to identify and mix 
colour systems for all skin colours. 

Materials: 

Primed canvas sheets or oil pad no smaller than A3 (to be used for the palette and colour swatches). 

Oil colours (or acrylics): Titanium white, Yellow ochre, Paynes grey and Cadmium Red (hue or mid tone red), 
Brushes, brush cleaner, clean up paper towels or rags. (see note for colours required) 

 

16th October 

Using your canvas with the head and shoulders mapped out we will start our first painting. This painting will 
be monochrome and will concentrate on assessing shape, brush work technique, placement and tonal 
values. 



Starting a second canvas you will move into the colour painting. Using your colour reference charts to help 
identify, mix and place colour.  We will look at Lucian Freud and Kyffin Williams portrait paintings. 

Materials: As per previous week equipment 

 

23rd October 

In this last session we continue with our paintings working from the studio models. You will receive 
continual tutoring with all the stages you have learnt, considering and implementing each as your portrait 
develops. 

A friendly critique of the work to finish the course. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


